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Background
Yerevan Nights Radio is owned and operated by World Web Services Inc.
With the combined expertise of computer scientists, electrical engineers, web
developers, and programmers, World Web Services specializes in numerous IT Services
such as: audio/video content delivery, hosting, web and application development.
Though we have experienced considerable achievement and success during the past
three years (to which more than 3,000 satisfied listeners attest), our ambitions are still
greater. Our entire team subscribes to the attitude that “The best is yet to come,” and our
modus operandi remains unchanged - if something hasn’t been done, or hasn’t been
done well enough, we’ll lead the way and others will follow.

Plans
We are currently developing strategic partnerships with Armenian stars, composers,
producers, and recording companies, with plans to roll out new services in the near future.

The new and improved YerevanNights.com is in the process of development and when
completed will feature a broad range of capabilities unprecedented in the history of
Armenian web presence - making it truly the ultimate entertainment and social
networking portal. Individual features will gradually be rolled out.
New undertakings of World Web Services in the Armenian community will include: online
music store and mobile radios, and much more. As they say in the industry,
“Stay tuned for more!”

Milestones
Yerevan Nights successfully carries out the live
webcast of M Club Song 2005 from Alex Theater,
Glendale - the first ever live, on-location
Armenian event webcast.

Yerevan Nights launches the 24/7 live webcast
of Horizon Armenian TV - the first ever
continuous webcast of an Armenian TV station.

Dec 22

2004

Mar 7
YerevanNights.com
Launched.

2005

Nov 23

2006

2007

APR 7
The new YerevanNights.com is launched,
featuring dedications, user accounts,
voting, etc.

APR 7
Yerevan Nights Gallery launched
featuring high-quality artistic
pictures of Armenia.

Contact
For more information about World Web Services Inc, please contact us.
Email: info@yerevannights.com
Phone: 213.380.4303
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The Visitors
With the emergence of web-based entertainment outlets and audio/video webcasts,
many proclaim, “The world watches us.” Let’s say, we’ll let our viewers/listeners be the
judge of that. All we need to say is that during the three months of monitoring by an
independent, industry-standard statistical service, we have attached listeners from
119 countries: covering all inhabited continents, all 50 US States and D.C., all EU members,
most major cities of the world; in short - all the places you have heard of and some you have not!
Whether you want to tap into markets otherwise unreachable, or capture the most
revered of demographics (students and professionals of ages 18 to 45), Yerevan Nights is
the perfect choice.

Demographics
The geographical spread of YerevanNights.com visitors, as you would expect, reflects
the overall trends in the population of individuals of Armenian descent in different parts
of the world, convoluted with the level of internet availability in each location, with a
slight skew towards US: specifically Southern California.
Below is the list of top countries:

In Shor t: about 60% of
visitors are from the US,
of which about 70%
are from California.
Then Canada and
Russia follow, several
European Countries
and Australia, then the
Middle East, Eastern
Europe and South
America, concluding
with Asia and Africa.

1. United States
2. Canada
3. Russian
4. France
5. Germany
6. Netherlands
7. Belgium
8. Australia
9. Sweden
10. United Kingdom

11. Turkey
12. Syrian Arab Republic
13. Argentina
14. Israel
15. Armenia
16. Spain
17. Switzerland
18. Austria
19. Czech Republic
20. Poland

21. Brazil
22. Bulgaria
23. Latvia
24. Greece
25. United Arab Emirates
26. Italy
27. Egypt
28. Iran
29. Norway
30. Estonia

A shor t list of top cities: Los Angeles | Moscow | Glendale | Toronto | Montreal | Burbank | Whittier | Brooklyn | Irvine | Damascus | Pico Rivera | Fresno |
Van Nuys | Las Vegas | Yerevan | Istanbul | Montebello | Saint Petersburg | Paris | Pasadena | North Hollywood | Berlin | Laval | Vienna | Chicago |
Granada Hills | Brussels | Sacramento | Monterey Park | Buenos Aires | Northridge | Marseille | Waltham | New York | Sherman Oaks | Oakland | Markham
| Boston | Washington | Uppsala | Sun Valley | London | Sao Paulo | Sydney | Thornhill | San Leandro | Downey | Tujunga | Tbilisi | Brea | Rancho Cordova
| Scarborough | Rosemead | Houston | Stockholm | Don Mills | San Diego | Watertown | Closter | Dubai | Woodland Hills | Santa Fe Springs | San
Francisco | Riga | Ottawa | York Mills | Hayward | Tehran | Richmond Hill | Reseda | Cartierville | Sofia | Antwerp | Prague | Ashburn | Covina | Bronx |
Karlsruhe | Waukesha | Flushing | West Covina | Fullerton | Rowland Heights | Encino | Canoga Park | Mimico | Amman | Federal | Philipsburg | Sylmar |
Chatsworth | Fowler | Oakville | Beamsville | Wiesbaden | Kiev | Tallinn | Rockville

The average YerevanNights.com visitor is a student or professional aged 18-45.
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Σ Summary
Having started as a modest attempt to promote high quality Armenian Music,
YerevanNights.com is rapidly evolving into a fully operating internet radio station with
comprehensive programming, a rich musical library and a growing army of satisfied
listeners. Most importantly, Yerevan Nights Radio is reachable anytime from anywhere.
The support of our listeners and the dedication of our young, talented, and energetic
team are what create the synergy propelling our success. Unique in its nature, Yerevan
Nights now offers Armenian music around the clock, wide array of programs for every
interest, the latest music video clips, artists’ biographies, rich photo gallery, and much more.

The Beginning
As many other companies and projects preceding conventions and starting trends
Yerevan Nights, quite literally, started out in a garage, as a rudimentary online Armenian
music streaming service. Most of its marketing occured through word of mouth, forums,
and online communities.
Maintaing the highest standards - technologically, aesthetically, and musically, the
growth started: one small step at a time.

The Growth
During its seven years of existence, Yerevan Nights Radio has experinced exponential
organic growth in listenership. Being the only mainstream Armenian Internet Radio, we
have acheived world-wide coverage unrivaled not only by Armenian media and
entertainment outlets but impressive by the standards of multinational media corporations.
On the average there are about 45,000 website visitors per month from 94 countries across
the world.
Yerevan Nights growth has been a success due to enrichment of our music library, expanding
the video clip collection and photo gallery, and our live and prerecorded programs.

The Vision
Operating in a de facto competitive vacuum and enjoying rapid growth with a virtual
absence of marketing expeditures, has not deterred us from continuiously striving for
excellence. And that is the key to our success. Our mission, too, is clear and unchanged
- to preserve and promote Armenian Culture.
Our ambitious plans for the near future include a total website re-construction which
will include a modern means of social networking, newer and better news distribution,
and more dynamic and interactive Video and News Video sections. The satisfaction of
our listeners has always been the key to our success; we welcome any questions,
suggestions, and feedback you might have.
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The Basics

ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE, PLEASE DOWNLOAD THE MOST UP-TO-DATE
VERSION OF THE DOCUMENT FOR LATEST TERMS, OR EMAIL MARKETING@YEREVANNIGHTS.COM

.

.

YerevanNights, the leader in Armenian Online Enterteinment, now offers a variety of options to maximize your
business by advertising to the hundreds of thousands of our listeners and website visitors. Yerevan Nights is by far the
most popular Armenian internet music radio station and one of the most popular of Armenian websites.
The advertising packages can be tailored to your specific needs including program sponsorship, web-site banners and
voice advertisements. Below is a summary of packages.
PLEASE REFER TO THE CURRENT ADVERTISING RATE SCHEDULE FOR THE MOST UP-TO-DATE PRICING ON ALL PACKAGES.

The Radio:

Advertisements

General Ads
Voice 90 voice ad: 1-prime time, and 2 regular spots per day - 90 spots total/month
Voice 180 voice ad: 2-prime time, and 4 regular spots per day - 180 spots total/month
Banner size of 728x90 or 350x200 pixels
In-Show 16 of “From Armenia, With Love” Program - 16 in-Show announcements
In-Show 24 of “From Armenia, With Love” Program - 24 in-Show announcements
Combination Packages
Voice 90 & Banner
Voice 180 & Banner
Voice 90 & Banner & In-Show 16
Voice 180 & Banner & In-Show 24
Professional Advertisement Production
30/60 second voice ad professinally writter, recorded, and edited
Live Sponsor Interview/Infomercial
15 minute live interview with sponsor/advertiser (includes 2 reruns and 40 ad spots)

The Website:

Banner & Voice

Banner
We currently feature two large banners 728x90 and 350x200 pixels, appearing in all the pages of the website. At
.
any time there will be a maximum of 10 ads per size, being rotated randomly with an equal time of exposure. The
artwork of the banner must be provided by the customer in a .SWF, .JPG, .PNG, or .GIF formats and is subject to
approval by our staff. We cannot feature overly graphic or vibrant, annoying dynamic, or otherwise tasteless
banners. Our professional graphic designers can create a custom banner for you for an additional $125.00 for
static banner and $250.00 for an animated Flash banner.

Voice
All voice advertisements are accepted in MP3 format with at least 128 bit quality. The ads should not exceed 60
seconds. All voice ads are subject to approval by our staff. Prime time for voice ads is considered 9am-1pm PST.
Our professional voice artists and sound egineers can create your advertisement for you at an additional fee above.

The Shows:

Sponsorship

Sponsoring a program ensures exclusinve advertising spots immediately before, after, and during the program as
well as a mention by the host within the program. The sponsorship rates are highly flexible. Please contact
marketing@yerevannights.com or call 213.380.4303 for more details. Your sponsorship makes a difference!

